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Willis Grows Healthcare Practice

New York, NY, October 26, 2005 – Willis Group Holdings, Ltd. (NYSE: WSH), the global insurance
broker, announced today the strengthening of its National Healthcare Practice with the appointment of
Jennifer Rutecky as Healthcare Practice Principal, Senior Vice President. She is based in Atlanta,
Georgia.
At Willis, Rutecky is charged with regional growth and developing strategies to increase the National
Healthcare Practice’s market share. Her focus will include new business development strategies,
developing sales and marketing tools to support production efforts and developing client advocacy and
consulting platforms for the Practice.
She joins Willis with a strong background in risk finance consulting and alternative risk transfer strategies
utilizing captives and RRGs for clients and prospects. Her areas of expertise include due diligence/risk
reviews, program re-design and engineering, merger and acquisition evaluations, out-sourced risk
management, third party vendor evaluations, as well as other general risk consulting advice.
Rutecky, joins from Palmer & Cay/Wachovia Insurance Services, where she served as the National
Healthcare Practice Co-Lead. While at Palmer, she was responsible for new business development,
strategic planning, increasing visibility, overseeing carrier relations and developing standard operating
processes and templates. In additional, Rutecky assisted with the development of consultative sales
training and automated sales processes for National Sales and Marketing.
Prior to her tenure at Palmer & Cay, Rutecky was a Senior Consultant with PricewaterhouseCoopers,
providing expertise relative to the financial implications of risk.
“In order to capture market share, it is important that Willis expand and adapt to the fantastic growth
opportunities in the healthcare industry,” said Arlene Corsetti, Willis’ National Healthcare Practice Leader,
“Having Jennifer in our corner gives us a tremendous asset toward building a stronger Healthcare
Practice.”
Willis Group Holdings Limited is a leading global insurance broker, developing and delivering professional
insurance, reinsurance, risk management, financial and human resource consulting and actuarial services
to corporations, public entities and institutions around the world. With over 300 offices in over 100
countries, its global team of 15,800 Associates serves clients in 180 countries. Willis is publicly traded on
the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol WSH. Additional information on Willis may be found on
its web site: www.willis.com.
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